


DigiCert® Document Trust Manager

E-signature trust built in
Not all electronic signatures (e-signatures) are equal. In fact, there are a lot of different types of e-signatures—
from a simple checkbox or a scribbled image on a tablet to a high-assurance digital signature in the cloud 
backed by rigorous identity verification from an accredited authority, like DigiCert. This is why incorporating high 
assurance digital signatures that definitively link the signatory to a specific document helps protect your high-
value, cross-border, and other electronic transactions.

The following chart shows the wide range of security attributes, regulatory compliance, and level of assurance of 
different types of e-signatures:DigiCert® Document Trust Manager
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Type of signature Electronic Signature Digital Signature 
(AATL) 

Digital Signature 
(Regulated/Qualified) 

Description A broad term that includes any 
electronic process that 
indicates acceptance of an 
agreement or record. The most 
basic form of an e-signature 
can be a name typed on a 
signature line or selection of a 
checkbox. 

A more secure e-signature that 
requires use of a digital ID 
issued by a Trust Service 
Provider (TSP) that meets 
specific Adobe Approved Trust 
List (AATL) requirements for 
identity verification and 
security.  

A highly secure e-signature 
that requires use of a 
regulated digital ID issued by 
a TSP that is certified in a 
specific region—such as a 
Qualified Trust Service 
Provider (QTSP) in the EU or 
Switzerland. 

Public Trust No requirement Trusted by Adobe Acrobat and 
Reader 

Trusted by Adobe Acrobat and 
Reader* 



Protect your digital documents
As digital documents rapidly replace paper 
processes, organizations are also deploying 
trusted electronic sealing (e-sealing) solutions 
to protect document authenticity. When 
paired with high assurance digital signatures, 
applying e-seals to contracts, agreements, 
and other digital documents help protect 
your organization from the cost of potential 
cybercrime or fraud related to electronic 
transactions.

Document Trust Manager helps you ensure that 
all your documents are secured with e-seals, 
timestamps, and digital signatures backed by 
the highest levels of identity assurance.

DigiCert ONE  
Platform for Digital Trust
DigiCert Document Trust Manager is part of the 
DigiCert ONE platform for digital trust, which 
unifies DigiCert’s digital trust offerings on a 
modern, containerized architecture delivering 
high scalability, deployment flexibility, fast time 
to value, and unified PKI management.

Get started today
Get started with DigiCert® Document Trust 
Manager today. Contact your DigiCert account 
manager or email 
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